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Comparing people

Bob
28 years old
55 kilos
1.50 mt

Homer
39 years old
80 kilos
1.55 mt

Alice
9 years old
33 kilos
1.20 mt

Bob is __________(YOUNG) than Homer.
Homer is ________(OLD) than Alice.
Alice is _________ (SLIM) than Bob.
Bob is __________(SHORT) than Homer.
Homer is ________(FAT) than Bob.
Alice is _________(SHORT) than Homer.
Homer is _______(UGLY) than Alice.
Homer is ________(SLOW) than Bob.
Bob is ___________(TIDY) than Homer.
Alice is ___________(BEAUTIFUL) than Bob.
Alice has got ________(LONG) hair than Bob.
Homer can play the guitar ___________(GOOD) than Alice.
Alice can run ___________(FAST) than Homer.
Alice draws __________(BAD) than Bob.
Bob is ____________(INTELLIGENT) than Homer.
Homer is a _____________ (INTERESTING) person than Bob.

Harry
32 years old
75 kilos
1.90 mt

Garfield
10 years old
60 kilos
0.57 mt

Sponge Bob
6 years old
3 kilos
0.20 mt

ex: Harry is older than Garfield. (OLD-YOUNG)

Garfield _____ ____ _____Sponge Bob. (YOUNG-OLD)
Sponge Bob _____ ____ _____Harry. (FAT-SLIM)
Harry _____ ____ _____Sponge Bob. (SHORT-TALL)
Garfield _____ ___ _____Harry. (SHORT-TALL)
Garfield _____ ____ _____Harry. (FUNNY-BORING)
Sponge Bob's eyes _____ ____ _____Harry's. (SMALL-BIG)

Harry _____ ____ _____Garfield. (STRONG-WEAK)
Garfield _____ ____ ____ _____Harry. (BEAUTIFUL-HORRIBLE)
Bob Sponge _____ _____at sports_____ Garfield. (GOOD-BAD)

SUPERLATIVES
1. Write the superlatives of:
1 syllable
old
the oldest
big _____
cold _____
large _____
small _____
long ______ red _____ fast ______ blue ______ smart________sad_______
cute _______wet ______
young ________

short _______

2 syllables -y
lazy ______
happy ______ easy _______ silly ________
noisy ________ heavy _______ funny _______
healthy

pretty

________ dirty _______

2, 3, 4 ... syllables
beautiful _____________
stupid __________
intelligent ___________
expensive ____________
interesting ___________
boring ________
famous _____________
delicious ____________ dangerous ________

clever __________
careful ____________
modern ___________

2. Make a tick in the correct superlative.

the fastiest the most fast

the noisiest the most noisy

the lovelyest

the loveliest

the heavyest the heaviest

the sunnyest the sunniest

the most delicious deliciousest

the fattest the most fat

healthiest the most healthy

the goodest the best

the most expensive

the expensivest

the happiest the most happy

3. Complete the sentences using the superlative form

This man is the __________(fat)
This man is the___________(thin)
the____________(tall)
This man is the _____________(short)

This is the______________(poor)
the_____________(expensive)

This basketball player is

This man is the_____________(rich)
This candy is the _____________(cheap)

This car is

